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Abstract
In this paper we employ the Le´vy copula model to determine basket option prices. More
precisely, basket option prices are determined by replacing the real basket with an appropri-
ate approximation. For the approximate basket we determine the underlying characteristic
function and hence we can derive the related basket option prices by using the Carr-Madan
formula. Two approaches are considered. In the first approach, we replace the arithmetic
sum by an appropriate geometric sum, whereas the second approach can be considered as
a three-moments-matching method. Numerical examples illustrate the accuracy of our ap-
proximations; several Le´vy models are calibrated to market data and basket option prices
are determined.
In a last part we show how our newly designed basket option pricing formula can be
used to define implied Le´vy correlation by matching model and market prices for basket op-
tions. Our main finding is that the implied Le´vy correlation smile is flatter than its Gaussian
counterpart. Furthermore, if (near) at-the-money option prices are used, the corresponding
implied Gaussian correlation estimate is a good proxy for the implied Le´vy correlation.
Keywords: basket options, characteristic function, implied correlation, Le´vy market,
Variance-Gamma.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, an increased volume of multi-asset derivatives is traded. An example of such a
derivative is a basket option. The basic version of such a multivariate product has the same
characteristics as a vanilla option, but now the underlying is a basket of stocks instead of a
single stock. The pricing of these derivatives is not a trivial task because it requires a model that
jointly describes the stock prices involved.
Stock price models based on the lognormal model proposed in Black and Scholes (1973) are
popular choices from a computational point of view, however, they are not capable of capturing
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the skewness and kurtosis observed for log returns of stocks and indices. The class of Le´vy
processes provides a much better fit of the observed log returns and, consequently, the pricing
of options and other derivatives in a Le´vy setting is much more reliable. In this paper we
consider the problem of pricing multi-asset derivatives in a multivariate Le´vy model.
The most straightforward extension of the univariate Black & Scholes model is the Gaussian
copula model, also called the multivariate Black & Scholes model. In the Gaussian copula
model, the stocks composing the basket are assumed to be lognormal distributed and a Gaussian
copula connects the marginals. Even in this simple setting, the price of a basket option is not
given in closed form and has to be approximated; see e.g. Hull and White (1993), Brooks
et al. (1994), Milevsky and Posner (1998), Rubinstein (1994), Deelstra et al. (2004), Carmona
and Durrleman (2006) and Linders (2013), among others. However, the normality assumption
for the marginals used in this pricing framework is too restrictive. Indeed, in Linders and
Schoutens (2014) it is shown that calibrating the Gaussian copula model to market data can
lead to non-meaningful parameter values. This dysfunctioning of the Gaussian copula model is
typical observed in distressed periods. In this paper we extend the classical Gaussian pricing
framework in order to overcome this problem.
Several extensions of the multivariate Black & Scholes model are proposed in order to model
the joint dynamics of a number of stocks in a more realistic way. For example, Luciano and
Schoutens (2006) introduce a multivariate Variance Gamma model where the dependence is
modeled through a common jump component. This model was generalized in Semeraro (2008),
Luciano and Semeraro (2010) and Guillaume (2013). A framework for modeling dependence in
finance using copulas was described in Cherubini et al. (2004). However, the pricing of basket
options in these advanced multivariate stock price models is not a straightforward task. There
are several attempts to derive closed form approximations for the price of a basket option in
a non-Gaussian world. In Linders and Stassen (2014), approximate basket option prices in a
multivariate Variance Gamma model are derived, whereas Xu and Zheng (2010, 2014) consider
a local volatility jump diffusion model. McWilliams (2011) derives approximations for the
basket option price in a stochastic delay model.
In this paper we start from the one-factor Le´vy model introduced in Albrecher et al. (2007)
to build a multivariate stock price model with correlated Le´vy marginals. Stock prices are as-
sumed to be driven by an idiosyncratic and a systematic factor. Conditional on the common
(or market) factor, the stock prices are independent. We show that our model generalizes the
Gaussian model (with single correlation). Indeed, the idiosyncratic and systematic component
are constructed from a Le´vy process. Employing in that construction a Brownian motion de-
livers the Gaussian copula model, but other Le´vy copulas arise by employing different Le´vy
processes like VG, NIG, Meixner, ... As a result, this new Le´vy copula model is more flexible
and can capture other types of dependence. From a tractability point of view the copula is still
on the basis of a single correlation number.
In a first part of this paper, we consider the problem of finding accurate approximations
for the price of a basket option in the Le´vy copula model. In order to value a basket option,
the distribution of this basket has to be determined. However, the basket is a weighted sum of
dependent stock prices and its distribution function is unknown or too complex to work with.
Therefore, we replace the random variable describing the basket price at maturity by a random
variable with a more simple structure. Moreover, the characteristic function of the log transfor-
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mation of this approximate random variable is given in closed form, such that the Carr-Madan
formula can be used to determine approximate basket option prices. We propose two differ-
ent approximations. Both methods are already applied for deriving approximate basket option
prices in the multivariate Black & Scholes model. In this paper we show how to generalize the
methodologies to the Le´vy case.
In this paper, two methodologies for pricing basket options in a Gaussian copula model,
proposed in Korn and Zeytun (2013) and Brigo et al. (2004), are generalized to our Le´vy copula
model. A basket is an arithmetic sum of dependent random variables. However, stock prices
are modeled as exponentials of stochastic processes and therefore, a geometric average has a
lot of computational advantages. The first methodology, proposed in Korn and Zeytun (2013),
consists of constructing an approximate basket by replacing the arithmetic sum by a geometric
sum. The second valuation formula is based on a moment-matching approximation. To be more
precise, the distribution of the basket is replaced by a shifted random variable having the same
first three moments than the original basket. This idea was first proposed in Brigo et al. (2004).
Note that the approximations proposed in Korn and Zeytun (2013) and Brigo et al. (2004) were
only worked out in the Gaussian copula model, whereas the approximations introduced in this
paper allow for Le´vy marginals and a Le´vy copula. Furthermore, we determine the approxi-
mate basket option price using the Carr-Madan formula, whereas a closed form expression is
available in the special situation considered in Korn and Zeytun (2013) and Brigo et al. (2004).
Numerical examples illustrating the accuracy of the approximations are provided.
In a second part of the paper we show how the well-established notions of implied volatility
and implied correlation can be generalized in our Le´vy copula model; see also Corcuera et al.
(2009). We assume that a finite number of options, written on the basket and the components,
are traded. The prices of these derivatives are observable and will be used to calibrate the
parameters of our stock price model. One main advantage of our Le´vy copula model is that each
stock is described by a volatility parameter and that the marginal parameters can be calibrated
separately from the correlation parameter. We give numerical examples to show how to use the
vanilla option curves to determine an implied Le´vy volatility for each stock based on a Normal,
VG, NIG and Meixner process and determine basket option prices for different choices of the
correlation parameter. However, the available market prices for basket options together with our
newly designed basket option pricing formula enables us to determine implied Le´vy correlation
estimates. Indeed, once we have calibrated the model to the vanilla option curves, the only
unspecified parameter in our (approximate) basket option pricing formula is the correlation and
an implied Le´vy correlation estimate arises when we match the market and the model price of a
basket option with given strike. We observe that implied correlation depends on the strike and
the so-called implied Le´vy correlation smile is flatter than its Gaussian (i.e. Black & Scholes)
counterpart. The standard technique to price non-traded basket options (or other multi-asset
derivatives), is by interpolating on the implied correlation curve. It is shown in Linders and
Schoutens (2014) that in the Gaussian copula model, this can sometimes lead to non-meaningful
correlation values. We show that the Le´vy version of the implied correlation solves (at least to
some extent) this problem.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the Le´vy copula model as an
extension of the classical Gaussian copula model. In Section 3 and Section 4 we propose two
different approximating random variables and show how the Carr-Madan formula, discussed
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in Section 5, can be used to determine approximate basket option prices. We give numerical
illustrations in Section 6. Implied Le´vy volatility and correlation are defined and investigated
in Section 7.
2 Le´vy copula model
We consider a market where n stocks are traded. The price level of stock j at some future time
t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T is denoted by Sj(t)1. Dividends are assumed to be paid continuously and the
dividend yield of stock j is constant and deterministic over time. We denote this dividend yield
by qj . The price level at time t of a basket of stocks is denoted by S(t) and given by
S(t) =
n∑
j=1
wjSj(t),
where wj > 0 are weights which are fixed upfront. The pay-off of a basket option with strike
K and maturity T is given by (S(T )−K)+, where (x)+ = max(x, 0). The price of this basket
option is denoted by C[K,T ]. We assume that the market is arbitrage-free and that there exists a
risk-neutral pricing measureQ such that the basket option priceC[K,T ] can be expressed as the
discounted risk-neutral expected value. In this pricing formula, discounting is performed using
the risk-free interest rate r, which is, for simplicity, assumed to be deterministic and constant
over time. Throughout the paper, we always assume that all expectations we encounter are
well-defined and finite.
Since the seminal papers of Bachelier (1900) and Black and Scholes (1973), various models
are proposed to capture the dynamics of the stocks and their dependence relations. We first
revisit the Gaussian copula model. Next, we generalize this popular multidimensional model
by allowing more flexibility when fitting the marginals.
2.1 Gaussian copula model
We show how the Gaussian copula model can be constructed using standard Brownian mo-
tions. Consider the independent standard Brownian motions W = {W (t)|t ≥ 0} and Wj =
{Wj(t)|t ≥ 0}, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Let ρ ∈ [0, 1]. The log returns of each stock j are driven
by the r.v. Zj . We assume that these log returns consist of a systematic component and a stock-
specific, idiosyncratic, component. Therefore, the r.v. Zj is given by:
Zj = W (ρ) +Wj(1− ρ), j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (1)
Because the Brownian motions W and Wj are independent, we find that Zj
d
= N(0, 1). Fur-
thermore, for i 6= j, the correlation between Zi and Zj is equal to ρ. Indeed, we have that
Corr [Zi, Zj] = Var [W (ρ)]
= ρ.
1We use the common approach to describe the financial market via a filtered probability space(
Ω,F , (Ft)0≤t≤T ,P
)
. Furthermore, (Ft)0≤t≤T is the natural filtration and we assume that FT = F .
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The log returns of the different stocks are assumed to be described by the correlated r.v.’s Zj ,
j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Each r.v. Zj is standard normal distributed. In order to adjust the mean and the
variance of the time-T stock price Sj(T ), we add a stock specific drift parameter µj ∈ R and a
volatility parameter σj > 0. The stock prices Sj(T ), j = 1, 2, . . . , n at time T are then given by
Sj(T ) = Sj(0)eµjT+σj
√
TZj , j = 1, 2, . . . n. (2)
The stock price model (2) is also called the multivariate Black & Scholes model or Gaussian
copula model, because the log returns are modeled by Normal marginals and a Gaussian copula
connects these marginals. For a detailed description of the Black & Scholes model and its
extensions, we refer to Black and Scholes (1973), Bjo¨rk (1998), Carmona and Durrleman (2006)
and Dhaene et al. (2013).
2.2 Generalization: the Le´vy copula model
A crucial (and simplifying) assumption in the Gaussian copula model (2) is the normality as-
sumption for the risk factors Zj . Indeed, the r.v.’s Zj are driven by a systematic factor W (ρ)
and a stock specific (idiosyncratic) factor Wj(1− ρ), where W and Wj are standard Brownian
motions. However, it is well-known that log returns do not pass the test for normality. Indeed,
log returns exhibit a skewed and leptokurtic distribution which cannot be captured by a normal
distribution; see e.g. Schoutens (2003).
We generalize the Gaussian copula model outlined in the previous section, by allowing the
risk factors to be distributed according to any infinitely divisible distribution with known charac-
teristic function. This larger class of distributions increases the flexibility to find a more realistic
distribution for the log returns. In Albrecher et al. (2007), a similar framework was considered
for pricing CDO tranches. The Variance Gamma case was considered in Moosbrucker (2006),
whereas Guillaume et al. (2009) consider the pricing of CDO-squared tranches in this one-factor
Le´vy model.
Consider an infinitely divisible distribution for which the characteristic function is denoted
by φ. A stochastic process X can be build using this distribution. Such a process is called
a Le´vy process with mother distribution having characteristic function φ. The Le´vy process
X = {X(t)|t ≥ 0} based on this infinitely distribution starts at zero and has independent and
stationary increments. Furthermore, for t, s ≥ 0 the characteristic function of the increment
X(t + s) − X(t) is φs. For more details on Le´vy processes, we refer to Sato (1999) and
Schoutens (2003).
Assume that the random variable L has an infinitely divisible distribution and denote its
characteristic function by φL. Consider the Le´vy process X = {X(t)|t ∈ [0, 1]} based on the
distribution L. We assume that the process is standardized, i.e. E[X(1)] = 0 and Var[X(1)] = 1.
One can then show that Var[X(t)] = t, for t ≥ 0. Define also a series of independent and
standardized processes Xj = {Xj(t)|t ∈ [0, 1]}, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n which are all build on the
same distribution L and also independent from X . Take ρ ∈ [0, 1]. The r.v. Aj is defined as
Aj = X(ρ) +Xj(1− ρ), j = 1, 2, . . . n. (3)
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In this construction, X(ρ) and Xj(1 − ρ) are random variables having characteristic function
φρL and φ
1−ρ
L , respectively. Because the processes X and Xj are independent and standardized,
we immediately find that
E[Aj] = 0, Var[Aj] = 1 and Aj
d
= L, for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (4)
The assumption that X and Xj are both Le´vy processes based on the same mother distribution
L is crucial for obtaining the equality Aj
d
= L. However, this assumption can be relaxed and
we can take Xj a Le´vy process based on the mother infinitely distribution Lj . In this case,
Aj has not the same distribution as L, but its characteristic function is given by φ
ρ
Lφ
1−ρ
Lj
. For
notational convenience, we always consider the situation where all processes are based on the
same distribution L in the rest of the paper.
The parameter ρ describes the correlation betweenAi andAj , if i 6= j. Indeed, it was proven
in Albrecher et al. (2007) that in case Aj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n is defined by (3), we have that
Corr [Ai, Aj] = ρ. (5)
We model the stock price levels Sj(T ) at time T for j = 1, 2, . . . , n as follows
Sj(T ) = Sj(0)eµjT+σj
√
TAj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, (6)
where µj ∈ R and σj > 0. Note that in this setting, each time-T stock price is modeled as the
exponential of a Le´vy process. Furthermore, a drift µj and a volatility parameter σj are added to
match the characteristics of stock j. Our model, which we will call the Le´vy copula model, can
be considered as a generalization of the Gaussian copula model (2). Indeed, instead of a normal
distribution, we allow for a Le´vy distribution, while the Gaussian copula is generalized to a so-
called Le´vy copula. This Le´vy copula model can also, at least to some extent, be considered as a
generalization to the multidimensional case of the model proposed in Corcuera et al. (2009) and
the parameter σj in (6) can then be interpreted as the Le´vy space (implied) volatility of stock
j. Another related model was proposed in Kawai (2009), where the dynamics of each stock
price are modeled by a linear combination of independent Le´vy processes. The idea of building
a multivariate asset model by taking a linear combination of a systematic and an idiosyncratic
process can also be found in Ballotta and Bonfiglioli (2014) and Ballotta et al. (2014).
2.3 The risk-neutral stock price processes
In order to obtain a martingale for the stock price processes, we change the drift µj of stock j
such that the following relation holds
E[Sj(T )] = e(r−qj)TSj(0).
Plugging expression (6) in this equation results in
E
[
Sj(0)eµjT+σj
√
TAj
]
= e(r−qj)TSj(0), j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
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from which we find that
µj = (r − qj)− 1
T
log φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
. (7)
From expression (7) we conclude that the risk-neutral dynamics of the stocks in the Le´vy copula
model are given by
Sj(T ) = Sj(0)e(r−qj−ωj)T+σj
√
TAj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, (8)
where ωj = 1T log φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
is a mean-correction which puts us directly in a risk-neutral
world. We always assume that ωj is finite.
The first three moments of Sj(T ) can be expressed in function of the characteristic function
φL. By the martingale property, we have that E [Sj(T )] = Sj(0)e(r−qj)T . The risk-neutral
variance Var [Sj(T )] can be written as follows
Var [Sj(T )] = Sj(0)2e2(r−qj−ωj)TE
[
e2σj
√
TAj
]
− Sj(0)2e2(r−qj)T .
Because Aj
d
= L and the characteristic function of L is φL, we find
Var [Sj(T )] = Sj(0)2e2(r−qj)T
(
e−2ωjTφL
(
−i2σj
√
T
)
− 1
)
.
In a similar way, the second and third moment of Sj(T ) can be expressed in terms of the
characteristic function φL:
E
[
Sj(T )
2
]
= E[Sj(T )]2
φL
(
−i2σj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)2 ,
E
[
Sj(T )
3
]
= E[Sj(T )]3
φL
(
−i3σj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)3 .
If the process Xj does not have the same mother distribution L than X , we can still determine
the moments of Sj(T ). Indeed, assume that Xj has mother infinitely distribution Lj . Then we
have to replace φL by φ
ρ
Lφ
1−ρ
Lj
in expression (7) and the formulas for E [Sj(T )2] and E [Sj(T )3].
In the following sections, we propose two methodologies to approximate the risk-neutral
distribution of the sum S(T ). In Section 3 we replace the arithmetic sum S(T ) by a geometric
sum, whereas a three-moments matching approach is considered in Section 4. In both situations,
the r.v. S(T ) is replaced by an approximate r.v. S∗ for which the characteristic function φlogS∗
is known. Approximate basket option prices can then be derived by using the Carr-Madan
formula.
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3 Approximating the arithmetic sum by a geometric sum
3.1 The geometric sum
The random variable S(T ) is a weighted sum of the dependent random variables Sj(T ), j =
1, 2, . . . , n. Its distribution function cannot be determined in an analytical form, which makes
the calculation ofC[K,T ] a difficult task. In this section we approximate the r.v. S(T ) by a more
tractable r.v. S∗ such that the characteristic function φlogS∗ is known. A suitable approximating
random variable is based on the following lemma by Korn and Zeytun (2013).
Lemma 1 Let s1, s2, . . . , sn be a set of non-negative numbers. Then the following asymptotic
relations hold:
lim
κ→∞
(
1
n
∑n
j=1(sj + κ)
)n∏n
j=1(sj + κ)
= 1, (9)(
1
n
∑n
j=1(sj + κ)
)n∏n
j=1(sj + κ)
= 1 +
1
κ
n∑
j=1
sj +O
(
1
κ2
)
. (10)
A geometric sum of stock prices is more tractable than an arithmetic sum, because stock prices
are modeled as exponentials of correlated Le´vy processes. The lemma stated above provides
a way to move from an arithmetic sum to a geometric sum. Indeed, Lemma 1 shows that
the geometric average
∏n
j=1(sj + κ)
1/n is a good approximation for the arithmetic average
1
n
∑n
j=1(sj + κ), provided κ is sufficiently large.
The pay-off of the basket option C[K,T ] can be rewritten as follows(
n∑
j=1
wjSj(T )−K
)
+
=
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
(nwjSj(T ) + κ)− (K + κ)
)
+
,
where κ ∈ R. If κ is large, we can use Lemma 1 and derive that the pay-off can be approximated
as follows (
n∑
j=1
wjSj(T )−K
)
+
≈
(
n∏
j=1
(nwjSj(T ) + κ)
1/n − (K + κ)
)
+
(11)
=
(
S˜(T )− K˜
)
+
, (12)
where
S˜(T ) =
n∏
j=1
(nwjSj(T ) + κ)
1/n , (13)
and K˜ = K + κ. By adding a sufficiently large number κ to the basket, one can approximate
the arithmetic sum by a geometric sum of r.v.’s, where each r.v. is now shifted by the constant
κ. However, we would like to decompose log S˜(T ) in terms of the logarithms logSj(T ), but
the shift κ throws a spanner in the works. In the next section, we show how to deal with this
problem.
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3.2 Approximating the shifted log infinitely divisible distribution
In order to determine the basket option price C[K,T ], we replace the arithmetic sum S(T ) by
the geometric sum S˜(T ), defined in (13). The terms of the geometric sum S˜(T ) are denoted by
Yj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n and we have that Yj = nwjSj(T ) + κ. The key ingredient for applying the
Carr-Madan option pricing formula is an analytical expression for the characteristic function of
log S˜(T ). Unfortunately, the characteristic function of log Yj , and hence also the characteristic
function of log S˜(T ), is unknown. Therefore, we replace the r.v. Yj by Y ∗j which is defined as
Y ∗j = e
µ∗j+σ
∗
jAj . (14)
Remember that the characteristic function of Aj is denoted by φL. If the parameters µ∗, σ∗ and
the characteristic function φL are known, also the characteristic function of log Y ∗j is given in
an analytical form.
We can now show how to determine the parameters µ∗ and σ∗. It can easily be obtained that
E
[
Y ∗j
]
= eµ
∗
jφL
(−iσ∗j ) , Var [Y ∗j ] = e2µ∗j (φL (−i2σ∗j )− φL (−iσ∗j )2) . (15)
The parameters µ∗j and σ
∗
j are determined such that the first and second moment of Yj and Y
∗
j
coincide. This results in:
E
[
Y ∗j
]
= E [Yj] , (16)
Var
[
Y ∗j
]
= Var [Yj] . (17)
Using the expression (15) for the mean of Y ∗j , we find that equation (16) can be rewritten as
follows:
eµ
∗
jφL
(−iσ∗j ) = E [Yj] ,
from which we derive that
µ∗j = log
(
E[Yj]
φL
(−iσ∗j )
)
. (18)
Plugging expression (18) for µ∗j in the equation for the variance Var[Y
∗
j ] yields
Var
[
Y ∗j
]
= e
2 log
(
E[Yj ]
φL(−iσ∗j )
) (
φL
(−i2σ∗j )− φL (−iσ∗j )2)
= E[Yj]2
(
φL
(−i2σ∗j )
φL
(−iσ∗j )2 − 1
)
.
The equation (17) then becomes
E[Yj]2
(
φL
(−i2σ∗j )
φL
(−iσ∗j )2 − 1
)
= Var [Yj] .
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We find that σ∗j can be determined from the following implicit relation
φL
(−i2σ∗j )
φL
(−iσ∗j )2 = Var[Yj]E[Yj]2 + 1. (19)
We always silently assume that Pr [L > 0] > 0, which implies that lima→+∞ φL (−ia) = +∞.
Define the function f as f(a) = φL(−i2a)
φL(−ia)2 . Then f is a continuous function and lima→0 f(a) = 1.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we also find that lima→+∞ f(a) = +∞. Moreover, the
right-hand-side of equation (19) is always larger than one. As a result we find that (19) always
has a solution σ∗j , for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. We have that the mean E[Yj] is equal to nwjE[Sj(T )] +κ
and the variance Var[Yj] is equal to n2w2jVar[Sj(T )]. These moments can be determined using
the expressions derived in Section 2.3 for E[Sj(T )] and Var[Sj(T )].
3.3 Approximating the basket option price
The basket option price C[K,T ] is approximated by replacing the arithmetic sum S(T ) by an
appropriate geometric sum and by changing the strike K; see (11). For each j, the random
variable nwjSj(T ) + κ is then approximated by Y ∗j , defined in (14), where σ
∗
j has to be deter-
mined using the relation (19) and µ∗j then follows from (18). This results in the approximation
CGA[K,T ] for C[K,T ]:
CGA[K,T ] = e−rTE
( n∏
j=1
(
Y ∗j
)1/n − (K + κ))
+
 . (20)
We define the random variable S∗ as follows
S∗ =
n∏
j=1
(
Y ∗j
)1/n
. (21)
In the following theorem, we give an expression for the characteristic function of the random
variable logS∗ in terms of the characteristic function φL of the mother infinitely distribution L.
Theorem 1 Consider the Le´vy copula model (8) with mother infinitely divisible distribution L.
The characteristic function φlogS∗ of the random variable logS∗ is given by
φlogS∗(u) = E
[
eiu logS
∗]
= e
iu
n
∑n
j=1 µ
∗
jφL
(
u
n∑
j=1
σ∗j
n
)ρ n∏
j=1
φL
(
uσ∗j
n
)1−ρ
. (22)
Proof. Combining expressions (21) and (14), we find that
logS∗ =
1
n
(
n∑
j=1
µ∗j +
n∑
j=1
σ∗jAj
)
.
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Then we can express E
[
eiu logS∗
]
as follows
E
[
eiu logS
∗]
= e
iu
n
∑n
j=1 µ
∗
jE
[
exp
{
iu
n
n∑
j=1
σ∗j (X(ρ) +Xj(1− ρ))
}]
.
We can now rewrite E
[
eiu logS∗
]
using the independence between X(ρ) and
∑n
j=1Xj(1− ρ)
E
[
eiu logS
∗]
= e
iu
n
∑n
j=1 µ
∗
jE
[
exp
{
iu
n
n∑
j=1
σ∗jX(ρ)
}]
E
[
exp
{
iu
n
n∑
j=1
σ∗jXj(1− ρ)
}]
.
Note also that Xj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n are independent processes, which results in the following
expression:
E
[
eiu logS
∗]
= e
iu
n
∑n
j=1 µ
∗
jE
[
exp
{
iu
n
n∑
j=1
σ∗jX(ρ)
}]
n∏
j=1
E
[
exp
{
iu
n
σ∗jXj(1− ρ)
}]
.
The processes X and Xj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n have all the same mother infinitely divisible distribu-
tion L. This implies that
E
[
eiuX(ρ)
]
= φL (u)
ρ , (23)
E
[
eiuXj(1−ρ)
]
= φL (u)
1−ρ , for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, (24)
from which we find that (22) holds.
In Section 5 we show that if φlogS∗ is given in closed form, the approximate basket option
prices CGA[K,T ] can be determined using a robust and fast algorithm. Note also that it is not
hard to adapt the proof in order to find the characteristic function φlogS∗ in case the processes
X and Xj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n do not have the same mother distribution L. Indeed, in this situation,
the right-hand-side of expression (24) has to be replaced by φ1−ρLj .
4 A three-moments-matching approximation
In this section we introduce a second approach for approximating C[K,T ] by replacing the
sum S(T ) with an appropriate random variable S˜(T ) which has a simpler structure, but for
which the first three moments coincide with the first three moments of the original basket S(T ).
This moment-matching approach was also considered in Brigo et al. (2004) for the multivariate
Black & Scholes model. Consider the Le´vy process Y = {Y (t) | 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} with infinitely
divisible distribution L. Furthermore, we define the random variable A as
A = Y (1).
In this case, the characteristic function of A is given by φL. The sum S(T ) is a weighted sum of
dependent random variables and its cdf is unknown. We approximate the sum S(T ) by S˜(T ),
defined as
S˜(T ) = S¯(T ) + λ, (25)
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where λ ∈ R and
S¯(T ) = S(0) exp
{
(µ¯− ω¯)T + σ¯
√
TA
}
. (26)
The parameter µ¯ ∈ R determines the drift and σ¯ > 0 is the volatility parameter. These param-
eters, as well as the shifting parameter λ are determined such that the first three moments of
S˜(T ) are coinciding with the corresponding moments of S(T ). The parameter ω¯, defined as
follows
ω¯ =
1
T
log φL
(
−iσ¯
√
T
)
,
is a mean-correcting parameter and is assumed to be finite.
4.1 Matching the first three moments
The first three moments of the basket S(T ) are denoted by m1,m2 and m3 respectively. In
the following lemma, we express the moments m1,m2 and m3 in terms of the characteristic
function φL and the marginal parameters. A proof of this lemma is provided in the appendix.
Lemma 2 Consider the Le´vy copula model (8) with mother infinitely divisible distribution L.
The first two moments m1 and m2 of the basket S(T ) can be expressed as follows
m1 =
n∑
j=1
wjE [Sj(T )] , (27)
m2 =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
wjwkE [Sj(T )]E [Sk(T )]
 φL
(
−i(σj + σk)
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
)
ρj,k , (28)
where
ρj,k =
{
ρ, if j 6= k;
1, if j = k.
The third moment m3 of the basket S(T ) is given by
m3 =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
n∑
l=1
wjwkwlE [Sj(T )]E [Sk(T )]E [Sl(T )]
×
φL
(
−i (σj + σk + σl)
√
T
)ρ
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσl
√
T
)Aj,k,l, (29)
where
Aj,k,l =

(
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσl
√
T
))1−ρ
, if j 6= k, k 6= l and j 6= l;(
φL
(
−i(σj + σk)
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσl
√
T
))1−ρ
, if j = k, k 6= l.(
φL
(
−i(σk + σl)
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
))1−ρ
, if j 6= k, k = l.(
φL
(
−i(σj + σl)
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
))1−ρ
, if j = l, k 6= l.
φL
(
−i (σj + σk + σl)
√
T
)1−ρ
, if j = k = l.
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In Section 2.3 we derived the first three moments for each stock j, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Taking into
account the similarity between the price Sj(T ) defined in (8) and the approximate r.v. S¯(T ),
defined in (26), we can determine the first three moments of S¯(T ):
E
[
S¯(T )
]
= S(0)eµ¯T =: ξ,
E
[
S¯(T )2
]
= E
[
S¯(T )
]2 φL (−i2σ¯√T)
φL
(
−iσ¯√T
)2 =: ξ2α,
E
[
S¯(T )3
]
= E
[
S¯(T )
]3 φL (−i3σ¯√T)
φL
(
−iσ¯√T
)3 =: ξ3β.
These expressions can now be used to determine the first three moments of the approximate r.v.
S˜(T ):
E
[
S˜(T )
]
= E
[
S¯(T )
]
+ λ,
E
[
S˜(T )2
]
= E
[
S¯(T )2
]
+ λ2 + 2λE
[
S¯(T )
]
,
E
[
S˜(T )3
]
= E
[
S¯(T )3
]
+ λ3 + 3λ2E
[
S¯(T )
]
+ 3λE
[
S¯(T )2
]
.
Determining the parameters µ¯, σ¯ and the shifting parameter λ by matching the first three mo-
ments results in the following set of equations
m1 = ξ + λ,
m2 = ξ
2α + λ2 + 2λξ,
m3 = ξ
3β + λ3 + 3λ2ξ + 3λξ2α.
These equations can be recast in the following set of equations
λ = m1 − ξ,
ξ2 =
m2 −m21
α− 1 ,
0 =
(
m2 −m21
α− 1
)3/2
(β + 2− 3α) + 3m1m2 − 2m31 −m3.
Remember that α and β are defined by
α =
φL
(
−i2σ¯√T
)
φL
(
−iσ¯√T
)2 and β = φL
(
−i3σ¯√T
)
φL
(
−iσ¯√T
)3 .
Solving the third equation results in the parameter σ¯. Note that this equation does not always
have a solution. This issue was also discussed in Brigo et al. (2004) for the Gaussian copula
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case. However, in our numerical studies we did not encounter any numerical problems. If we
know σ¯, we can also determine ξ and λ from the first two equations. Next, the drift µ¯ can be
determined from
µ¯ =
1
T
log
ξ
S(0)
.
Finally, the mean-correcting parameter ω¯ is given by 1
T
log φL
(
−iσ¯√T
)
.
4.2 Approximate basket option pricing
The price of a basket option with strikeK and maturity T is denoted by C[K,T ]. This unknown
price is in this section approximated by CMM [K,T ], which is defined as
CMM [K,T ] = e−rTE
[(
S˜(T )−K
)
+
]
.
Using expression (25) for S˜(T ), the price CMM [K,T ] can be expressed as
CMM [K,T ] = e−rTE
[(
S¯(T )− (K − λ))
+
]
.
Note that S¯(T ) is also depending on the choice of λ. In order to determine the priceCMM [K,T ],
we should be able to price an option written on S¯(T ), with a shifted strike K − λ. Determining
the approximation CMM [K,T ] using the Carr-Madan formula requires knowledge about the
characteristic function φlog S¯(T ) of log S¯(T ):
φlog S¯(T )(u) = E
[
eiu log S¯(T )
]
.
Using expression (26) we find
φlog S¯(T )(u) = E
[
exp
{
iu
(
logS(0) + (µ¯− ω¯)T + σ¯
√
TA
)}]
.
The characteristic function of A is φL, from which we find
φlog S¯(T )(u) = exp {iu (logS(0) + (µ¯− ω¯)T )}φL
(
uσ¯
√
T
)
.
Note that nowhere in this section, we used the assumption that the basket weights wj are
strictly positive. Therefore, the three-moments-matching approach proposed in this section can
also be used to price e.g. spread options.
5 The FFT method and basket option pricing
Our two methodologies for pricing basket options consist both in approximating the basket
S(T ) by a random variable with a simpler structure and for which the characteristic function
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is known in closed form. Denote this approximate random variable by X . In this section we
show that in case the characteristic function φlogX of a random variable X is known, one can
approximate
e−rTE
[
(X −K)+
]
,
for any K > 0.
Let α > 0 and assume that E [Xα+1] exists and is finite. It was proven in Carr et al. (1999)
that the price e−rTE
[
(X −K)+
]
can be expressed as follows
e−rTE
[
(X −K)+
]
=
e−α log(K)
pi
∫ +∞
0
exp {−iv log(K)} g(v)dv, (30)
where
g(v) =
e−rTφlogX (v − (α + 1)i)
α2 + α− v2 + i(2α + 1)v . (31)
In order to determine the approximation CGA[K,T ] proposed in Section 3, the random vari-
able X has to be understood as the geometric sum S∗. Furthermore, C[K,T ] is approximated
by determining option prices written on S∗ but where the strike price K is shifted by a constant
κ:
CGA[K,T ] = e−rTE
[
(S∗ − (K + κ))+
]
.
Note that the random variable S∗ also depends on κ. According to Lemma 1, the shift κ has
to be chosen sufficiently large; typical values are in the range [104, 107]. The approximation
CMM [K,T ] was introduced in Section 4 and the random variable X now denotes the moment-
matching approximation S˜(T ) = S¯(T ) + λ. The approximation CMM [K,T ] can then be deter-
mined as the option price written on S¯(T ) and with shifted strike price K − λ.
6 Examples and numerical illustrations
The Gaussian copula model is a member of our class of Le´vy copula models and is already
described in Section 2. In this section we discuss how to build the Variance Gamma, Normal
Inverse Gaussian and Meixner copula models. However, the reader is invited to construct Le´vy
copula models based on other Le´vy based distributions; e.g. CGMY, Generalized hyperbolic,
. . . distributions. In each situation, the methodology for pricing basket options consists of re-
placing the original basket by an appropriate approximate basket. This idea was also considered
in Dhaene et al. (2002a,b) for the Gaussian copula case and extended in Valdez et al. (2009) to
the elliptical copula case.
Table 1 summarizes the Variance Gamma, Normal Inverse Gaussian and the Meixner distri-
butions, which are all infinitely divisible. In the last row, it is shown how to construct for each
of these distributions a standardized version. We assume that L is distributed according to one
of these standardized distributions. Hence, L has zero mean and unit variance. Furthermore,
the characteristic function φL of L is given in closed form. We can then define the Le´vy pro-
cesses X and Xj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n based on the mother distribution L. The random variables Aj ,
j = 1, 2, . . . , n, are modeled as follows
Aj = X(ρ) +Xj(1− ρ), j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
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where X and Xj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n are independent Le´vy processes with mother infinitely divisi-
ble distribution L. More details can be found in Albrecher et al. (2007).
6.1 Variance Gamma
Although pricing basket options under a normality assumption is tractable from a computational
point of view, it introduces a high degree of model risk; see e.g. Leoni and Schoutens (2008).
The Variance Gamma distribution has already been proposed as a more flexible alternative to
the Brownian setting; see e.g. Madan and Seneta (1990) and Madan et al. (1998).
We consider two numerical examples where L has a Variance Gamma distribution with pa-
rameters σ = 0.5695, ν = 0.75, θ = −0.9492, µ = 0.9492. Table 2 contains numerical values
for a four-basket option paying
(
1
4
∑4
j=1 Sj(T )−K
)
+
at time T . We use the following param-
eter values: r = 6%, T = 0.5, ρ = 0 and S1(0) = 40, S2(0) = 50, S3(0) = 60, S4(0) = 70.
These parameter values are also used in Section 5 of Korn and Zeytun (2013). We denote by
Cmc[K,T ] the corresponding Monte Carlo estimate for the price C[K,T ]. Here, 106 number of
simulations are used. One can approximate the price C[K,T ] by replacing the arithmetic sum
by a geometric sum as explained in Section 3. This approximation is denoted by CGA[K,T ].
In order to determine CGA[K,T ], we use C = 104. Alternatively, the price C[K,T ] is approx-
imated by using the moment-matching approach outlined in Section 4. This approximation is
denoted by CMM [K,T ].
In a second example, we consider the basket S (T ) = w1X1 (T ) + w2X2 (T ) . The interest
rate r is set to 5%. We determine option prices for the maturities T = 1 and T = 3. Note that
strike prices are expressed in terms of forward moneyness. A basket strike price K has forward
moneyness equal to KE[S] . We assume that the current prices of the non-dividend paying stocks
are given by X1 (0) = X2 (0) = 100 and the weights are equal, w1 = w2 = 0.5. These parame-
ter values are also used in Section 7 of Deelstra et al. (2004). Table 3 gives numerical values for
these basket options. We can conclude that the three-moments-matching approximation gives
more accurate results than the geometric average approximation. Especially for far out-of-the
money call options, the approximation based on the geometric average is not able to closely
approximate the real basket option price, whereas the accuracy of the three-moments-matching
approximation is better.
6.2 Pricing basket options
In this subsection we explain how to determine the price of a basket option in a realistic situation
where option prices of the components of the basket are available and used to calibrate the
marginal parameters. In our example, the basket under consideration consists of 2 major stock
market indices, the S&P500 and the Nasdaq. The pricing date is February 19, 2009 and we
determine prices for the Normal, VG, NIG and Meixner case. The details of the basket are
listed in Table 4. The weights w1 and w2 are chosen such that the initial price S(0) of the
basket is equal to 100. The maturity of the basket option is equal to 30 days. The S&P 500 and
Nasdaq option curves are denoted by C1 and C2 respectively, and are shown in Figure 1. These
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Table 1: Overview of infinitely divisible distributions.
Gaussian Variance Gamma
Parameters µ ∈ R, σ > 0 µ, θ ∈ R, σ, ν > 0
Notation N(µ, σ2) V G(σ, ν, θ, µ)
φ(u) eiuµ+
1
2
σ2u eiuµ (1− iuθν + u2σ2ν/2)−1/ν
Mean µ µ+ θ
Variance σ2 σ2 + νθ2
Standardized N(0, 1) V G(κσ, ν, κθ,−κθ)
version where κ = 1√
σ2+θ2ν
Normal Inverse Gaussian Meixner
Parameters α, δ > 0, β ∈ (−α, α), µ ∈ R α, δ > 0, β ∈ (−pi, pi), µ ∈ R
Notation NIG(α, β, δ, µ) MX(α, β, δ, µ)
φ(u) eiuµ−δ
(√
α2−(β+iu)2−
√
α2−β2
)
eiuµ
(
cos(β/2)
cosh((αu−iβ)/2)
)2δ
Mean µ+ δβ√
α2−β2
µ+ αδ tan(β/2)
Variance α2δ (α2 − β2)−3/2 cos−2(β/2)α2δ/2
Standardized NIG
(
α, β, (α2 − β2)3/2, −(α2−β2)β
α2
)
MX
(
α, β,
2 cos2(β
2
)
α2
, − sin(β)
α
)
version
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Table 2: Basket option prices in the VG copula model with S1(0) = 40, S2(0) = 50, S3(0) =
60, S4(0) = 70 and ρ = 0.
K Cmc[K,T ] CGA[K,T ] CMM [K,T ]
σ1 = 0.2;σ2 = 0.2;σ3 = 0.2;σ4 = 0.2
50 6.5770 6.5601 6.5676
55 2.4373 2.4357 2.4781
60 0.2658 0.2675 0.2280
σ1 = 0.5;σ2 = 0.5;σ3 = 0.5;σ4 = 0.5
55 4.1034 4.0780 4.2089
60 1.7768 1.5862 1.7976
65 0.5478 0.3428 0.4637
σ1 = 0.8;σ2 = 0.8;σ3 = 0.8;σ4 = 0.8
60 3.2459 2.9522 3.3371
65 1.6826 1.2463 1.6429
70 0.7589 0.3612 0.6375
σ1 = 0.6;σ2 = 1.2;σ3 = 0.3;σ4 = 0.9
55 5.5243 5.4535 5.6766
60 3.2397 2.8540 3.1933
65 1.7050 1.1421 1.4524
70 0.7923 0.2933 0.4763
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Table 3: Basket option prices in the VG copula model with r = 0.05, w1 = w2 = 0.5, X1(0) =
X2(0) = 100.
T ρ σ1 C
mc[K,T ] CGA[K,T ] CMM [K,T ]
K=115.64 1 0.3 0.2 1.3995 1.0474 1.3113
0.4 5.5724 4.4345 5.6267
0.7 0.2 1.8963 1.4532 1.8706
0.4 6.9451 5.5577 7.0095
K=127.80 3 0.3 0.2 4.4427 3.498 4.4565
0.4 11.3138 9.371 11.5920
0.7 0.2 5.6002 4.4588 5.6368
0.4 13.7444 11.2444 13.9336
K=105.13 1 0.3 0.2 5.5312 5.2622 5.5965
0.4 10.1471 9.5181 10.3515
0.7 0.2 6.327 5.958 6.3731
0.4 11.7163 10.7703 11.8379
K=116.18 3 0.3 0.2 8.9833 8.4505 9.1489
0.4 15.8784 14.8124 16.2498
0.7 0.2 10.3513 9.5619 10.4528
0.4 18.4042 16.7648 18.6214
K=94.61 1 0.3 0.2 12.3514 12.4384 12.4371
0.4 16.213 16.247 16.4493
0.7 0.2 13.0696 13.1218 13.1269
0.4 17.7431 17.5251 17.8690
K=104.57 3 0.3 0.2 15.1888 15.2468 15.3869
0.4 21.3994 21.2958 21.7592
0.7 0.2 16.5069 16.3782 16.6232
0.4 23.8489 23.2868 24.0507
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option curves can be used to determine the parameters describing the distribution of L and the
volatility parameters σ1 and σ2. An approximate basket option price can then be determined by
choosing a suitable correlation parameter ρ.
In the Le´vy copula model (8), the characteristic function φlogSj(T ), j = 1, 2 can be deter-
mined if the volatilities σ1 and σ2 and the characteristic function φL of the mother distribution L
are known. Assume that the vector containing the model parameters of L is denoted by Θ. The
Carr-Madan formula can then be used to determine the model prices of the vanilla options, no-
tation Cmodelj [K,T ; Θ, σj], j = 1, 2. We use the observed option curves C1 and C2 to determine
the calibrated model parameters by minimizing the relative error. Notice that the calibrated pa-
rameters σ1 and σ2 can be interpreted as implied Le´vy volatility parameters; see also Corcuera
et al. (2009). These calibrated parameters together with the calibration error are listed in Table
5. Note that the relative error in the VG, Meixner and NIG case is significantly smaller than in
the normal case.
Using the calibrated parameters for the mother distribution L together with the volatility pa-
rameters σ1 and σ2, we can determine basket option prices in the different model settings. Note
that here and in the sequel of the paper, we always use the three-moments-matching approxima-
tion for determining basket option prices. We put T = 30 days and consider the cases where the
correlation parameter ρ is given by 0.1, 0.5 and 0.8. The corresponding basket option prices are
listed in Table 6. One can observe from the table that each model generates a different basket
option price, i.e. there is model risk. However, the difference between the Gaussian and the
non-Gaussian models is much more pronounced than the difference within the non-Gaussian
models. We also find that using normally distributed log returns, one underestimates the in-the-
money basket option prices. Indeed, the basket option price CV G[K,T ], CMeixner[K,T ] and
CNIG[K,T ] are larger than CBLS[K,T ] when K is below 105. Note, however, that for the
strike K = 110, the price CBLS[K,T ] is much closer to the other Le´vy basket values. The rea-
son for this behavior is that marginal log returns in the non-Gaussian situations are negatively
skewed, whereas these distributions are symmetric in the Gaussian case. This skewness results
in a lower probability of ending in the money for options with a sufficiently large strike. In the
next section, we encounter situations where the Gaussian basket option price is larger than the
corresponding VG price for out-of-the-money options.
Table 4: Input data for the basket option.
Date Feb 19, 2009
Maturity March 21, 2009
S&P 500 Nasdaq
Forward 777.76 116.72
Weights 0.06419 0.0428
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Figure 1: Available option data on February 19, 2009 for the S&P 500 (left) and the Nasdaq
(right), with time to maturity 30 days.
Table 5: Le´vy copula models: Calibrated model parameters
Model Calibration error Model Parameters Volatilities
µnormal σnormal σ1 σ2
Normal 15.91% 0 1 0.2863 0.2762
σV G νV G θV G
VG 9.39 % 0.3640 0.7492 -0.3123 0.3876 0.3729
αMeixner βMeixner
Meixner 9.33% 1.5794 -1.6235 0.4015 0.3833
αNIG βNIG
NIG 9.51 % 1.5651 -1.0063 0.4130 0.3941
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Table 6: Basket option prices for the basket given in Table 4.
ρ K CBLS[K,T ] CV G[K,T ] CMeixner[K,T ] CNIG[K,T ]
0.1 90 10.1906 10.8285 10.8957 10.9126
95 5.9737 6.7858 6.8183 6.795
100 2.8761 3.4893 3.4658 3.4237
105 1.1009 1.2942 1.2802 1.2714
110 0.3307 0.3721 0.3723 0.3764
0.5 90 10.3741 11.2496 11.3205 11.3242
95 6.35 7.316 7.3414 7.3026
100 3.3556 4.0513 4.017 3.9607
105 1.5057 1.736 1.7024 1.68p01
110 0.5706 0.5768 0.5715 0.5737
0.8 90 10.5226 11.5343 11.6064 11.6023
95 6.6127 7.6707 7.6923 7.6457
100 3.6748 4.4373 4.3983 4.3352
105 1.7868 2.0708 2.0276 1.9973
110 0.758 0.7669 0.7586 0.7582
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7 Implied Le´vy correlation
In Section 6.2 we showed how the basket option formulas can be used to obtain basket option
prices in the Le´vy copula model. The parameter vector Θ describing the mother distribution
L and the implied Le´vy volatility parameters σj can be calibrated using the observed vanilla
option curves Cj[K,T ] of the stocks composing the basket S(T ). In this section we show how
an implied Le´vy correlation estimate ρ can be obtained if on top of the vanilla options, also
market prices for the basket option are available for some strikes.
We assume that S(T ) represents the time-T price of a stock market index. Examples of such
stock market indices are the Dow Jones, S&P 500, EUROSTOXX 50, . . . . Furthermore, options
on S(T ) are traded and their prices are observable for a finite number of strikes. In this situation,
pricing these index options is not a real issue; we denote the market price of an index option
with maturity T and strike K by C[K,T ]. Assume now that the stocks composing the index
can be described by the Le´vy copula model (8). If the parameter vector Θ and the marginal
volatility vector σ = (σ1, σ2, . . . , σn) are determined, the model price Cmodel[K,T ;σ,Θ, ρ] for
the basket option only depends on the correlation ρ. An implied correlation estimate for ρ arises
when we match the model price with the observed index option price.
Definition 1 (implied Le´vy correlation) Consider the Le´vy copula model defined in (8). The
implied Le´vy correlation of the index S(T ) with moneyness pi = S(T )
S(0)
, denoted by ρ [pi], is
defined by the following equation:
Cmodel [K,T ;σ,Θ, ρ [pi]] = C[K,T ], (32)
where σ contains the marginal implied volatilities and Θ is the parameter vector of L.
Determining an implied correlation estimate ρ
[
K
S(0)
]
requires an inversion of the pricing for-
mula ρ → Cmodel[K,T ;σ,Θ, ρ]. However, the basket option price is not given in closed form
and determining this price using Monte Carlo simulation is not an option, because the calibra-
tion would be too slow. Therefore, from here on, Cmodel[K,T ;σ,Θ, ρ] has to be interpreted
as the three-moments-matching approximation. In this case, implied correlations can be de-
termined in a fast and efficient way. The idea of determining implied correlation estimates
based on an approximate basket option pricing formula was already proposed in Linders and
Schoutens (2014).
Note that in case we take L to be the normal distribution, ρ[pi] is the classical Black & Sc-
holes implied correlation; see e.g. Chicago Board Options Exchange (2009) and Skintzi and
Refenes (2005). Equation (32) can be considered as a generalization of the Black & Scholes
implied correlation. Indeed, instead of determining the single correlation parameter in a multi-
variate model with normal log returns and a Gaussian copula, we can now extend the model to
the situation where the log returns follow a Le´vy distribution and a Le´vy copula connects the
marginals. A similar idea was proposed in Garcia et al. (2009) and further studied in Masol
and Schoutens (2011). In these papers, Le´vy base correlation is defined using CDS and CDO
prices.
Note that when we use the three-moments-matching approximation to determine the model
prices Cmodel [K,T ;σ,Θ, ρ [pi]], we can also derive implied correlation estimates from traded
spread options in a Le´vy copula model. This approach was also considered in Tavin (2013).
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7.1 Variance Gamma
In order to illustrate the proposed methodology for determining implied Le´vy correlation esti-
mates, we use the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJ). The DJ is composed of 30 underlying
stocks and for each underlying we have a finite number of option prices to which we can cali-
brate the parameter vector Θ and the Le´vy volatility parameters σj . Using the available vanilla
option data for June 20, 2008 we will work out the normal and the Variance Gamma case. Note
that options on components of the Dow Jones are of American type. In the sequel, we assume
that the American option price is a good proxy for the corresponding European option price.
This assumption is justified because we use short term and out-of-the-money options.
Assuming a normal distribution for L, the implied Black & Scholes volatility of stock j, no-
tation σBLSj , can be determined using solely the option curve of stock j. In the Variance Gamma
case, the parameter vector Θ and the implied VG volatilities, notation σV Gj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
have to be calibrated simultaneously. The parameter vector Θ is given in Table 8. The im-
plied volatilities are listed in Table 7. In the Gaussian copula model, each stock j is captured
by the single implied volatility parameter σBLSj . In case we consider the Variance Gamma
copula model, we have three additional common parameters which can be calibrated to the
vanilla option curves, resulting in an improved fit. Figure 2 shows the model (Gaussian and
Variance Gamma) and market prices for General Electric and IBM, both members of the Dow
Jones, based on the implied volatility parameters listed in Table 7. We observe that the Variance
Gamma copula model is more suitable in capturing the dynamics of the components of the Dow
Jones than the Gaussian copula model.
Given the volatility parameters for the Variance Gamma case and the normal case, listed
in Table 7, the implied correlation defined by equation (32), can be determined based on the
available Dow Jones index options on June 20, 2008. For a given index strikeK, the moneyness
pi is defined as pi = K
S(0)
. The Black & Scholes implied correlation is denoted by ρBLS [pi] and
the corresponding implied Le´vy correlation, based on a VG distribution, is denoted by ρV G [pi].
However, in order to more closely match the vanilla option curves, we use a volatility parameter
with moneyness pi for each stock j, which we denote by σj[pi]. For a detailed and step-by-step
plan for the calculation of these volatility parameters, we refer to Linders and Schoutens (2014).
Figure 3 shows that both the implied Black & Scholes and implied Le´vy correlation depend
on the moneyness pi. However, for low strikes, we observe that ρV G [pi] < ρBLS [pi], whereas the
opposite inequality holds for large strikes, making the implied Le´vy correlation curve less steep
than its Black & Scholes counterpart. In Linders and Schoutens (2014), the authors discussed
the shortcomings of the implied Black & Scholes correlation and showed that implied Black &
Scholes correlations can become larger than one for low strike prices. Considering our more
general approach and using the implied Le´vy correlation solves, at least to some extent, this
problem. Indeed, the region where the implied correlation stays below 1 is much larger for the
flatter implied Le´vy correlation curve than for its Black & Scholes counterpart. We also observe
that near the at-the-money strikes, VG and Black & Scholes correlation estimates are compa-
rable, which may be a sign that in this region, the use of implied Black & Scholes correlation
(as defined in Linders and Schoutens (2014)) is justified. Figure 4 shows implied correlation
curves for March, April, July and August, 2008. In all these situations, the time to maturity is
close to 30 days. The calibrated parameters for each trading day are listed in 8.
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Table 7: Implied Variance Gamma volatilities σV Gj and implied Black & Scholes volatilities
σBLSj for June 20, 2008.
Stock σV Gj σ
BLS
j
Alcoa Incorporated 0.5805 0.5458
American Express Company 0.5104 0.4774
American International group 0.577 0.5282
Bank of America 0.653 0.5962
Boeing Corporation 0.3209 0.3047
Caterpillar 0.2916 0.2782
JP Morgan 0.5517 0.5147
Chevron 0.281 0.2688
Citigroup 0.6723 0.6232
Coca Cola Company 0.2533 0.2417
Walt Disney Company 0.2757 0.2626
DuPont 0.2655 0.2531
Exxon Mobile 0.2866 0.2743
General Electric 0.3728 0.3521
General Motors 0.9943 0.9096
Hewlet-Packard 0.2938 0.28
Home Depot 0.3546 0.3362
Intel 0.4268 0.4051
IBM 0.2932 0.2789
Johnson & Johnson 0.175 0.1645
McDonald’s 0.2488 0.2388
Merck & Company 0.2987 0.2762
Microsoft 0.328 0.3102
3M 0.2354 0.2236
Pfizer 0.279 0.2595
Practer & Gamble 0.1946 0.1872
AT&T 0.294 0.2797
United Technologies 0.2819 0.2668
Verizon 0.3109 0.2943
Wal-Mart Stores 0.2632 0.2517
Table 8: Calibrated VG parameters for different trading days.
VG Parameters
S(0) T σ ν θ
March 25, 2008 125.33 25 days 0.2981 0.5741 -0.1827
April 18, 2008 128.49 29 days 0.3606 0.5247 -0.2102
June 20, 2008 118.43 29 days 0.3587 0.4683 -0.1879
July 18, 2008 114.97 29 days 0.2639 0.5222 -0.1641
August 20, 2008 114.17 31 days 0.2467 0.3770 -0.1887
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Figure 2: Option prices (model and market) for General Electric and IBM on June 20, 2008
based on the volatility parameters listed in Table 7. The time to maturity is 30 days.
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Figure 3: Implied correlation smile for the Dow Jones, based on a Gaussian (dots) and a Vari-
ance Gamma copula model (crosses) for June 20, 2008.
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Figure 4: Implied correlation smile for the Dow Jones, based on a Gaussian (dots) and a Vari-
ance Gamma copula model (crosses) for different trading days.
7.2 Double Exponential
In the previous subsection, we showed that the Le´vy copula model allows for determining more
robust implied correlation estimates. However, calibrating this model can be a computational
challenging task. Indeed, in case we deal with the Dow Jones Industrial Average, there are
30 underlying stocks and each stock has approximately 5 traded option prices. Calibrating
the parameter vector Θ and the volatility parameters σj has to be done simultaneously. This
contrasts sharply with the Gaussian copula model, where the calibration can be done stock per
stock.
In this subsection we consider a model with the computational attractive calibration property
of the Gaussian copula model, but without imposing any normality assumption on the marginal
log returns. To be more precise, given the convincing arguments exposed in Figure 4 we would
like to keep L a V G(σ, ν, θ, µ) distribution. However, we do not calibrate the parameter vector
Θ = (σ, ν, θ, µ) to the vanilla option curves, but we fix these parameters upfront as follows
µ = 0,
θ = 0,
ν = 1,
σ = 1.
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Then L is a standardized distribution and its characteristic function φL is given by
φL(u) =
1
1 + u
2
2
, u ∈ R.
From its characteristic function, we see that L has a Standard Double Exponential distribution,
also called Laplace distribution, and its pdf fL is given by
fL(u) =
1
2
√
2
e−
|u|√
2 , u ∈ R.
The Standard Double Exponential distribution is symmetric and centered around zero, while it
has variance 1. Note, however, that it is straightforward to generalize this distribution such that
it has center µ and variance σ2. Moreover, the kurtosis of this Double Exponential is 6.
By using the Double Exponential distribution instead of the, more general, Variance Gamma
distribution, a little bit flexibility is lost for modeling the marginals. However, the Double
Exponential distribution is still a much better distribution for modeling the stock returns than the
normal distribution. Moreover, in this simplified setting, the only parameters to be calibrated are
the marginal volatility parameters, which we denote by σDEj , and the correlation parameter ρ
DE .
Similar to the Gaussian copula model, calibrating the volatility parameter σDEj only requires the
option curve of stock j. As a result, the time to calibrate the Double Exponential copula model
is comparable to its Gaussian counterpart and much shorter than the general Variance Gamma
copula model.
Consider the DJ on March 25, 2008. The time to maturity is 25 days. We determine the
implied marginal volatility parameter for each stock in a Variance Gamma copula model and
a Double Exponential framework. The results are listed in Table 9. One can observe that the
implied volatility in each of these models is more or less the same. Given this information,
we can determine the prices CV G[K,T ] and CDE[K,T ] for a basket option in a Variance-
Gamma and a Double Exponential copula model, respectively. We have put ρ = 0.5. The
option prices CV G[K,T ] and CDE[K,T ] are shown in Figure 5 for different choices of K and
a time to maturity of 25 days. For out-of-the-money strikes K, we find that CDE[K,T ] is
significantly bigger than CV G[K,T ], whereas the prices are more or less comparable for in-
the-money strikes. This difference between the Variance Gamma and the Double Exponential
copula model for out-of-the-money strikes has its impact when determining implied correlation
estimates. Indeed, it is shown in Figure 6 that the implied Variance Gamma correlation is larger
than its Double Exponential counterpart for a moneyness bigger than one, whereas both implied
correlation estimates are relatively close to each other in the other situation.
8 Conclusion
In this paper we extended the classical Gaussian copula model to a Le´vy copula model. We
proposed two methods for approximating the price of a basket option. Both approximations
consist of replacing the original r.v. describing the basket at maturity by a r.v. which has a
more simple structure. Furthermore, we showed that the Carr-Madan formula can be used to
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Table 9: Volatility parameters of the Variance Gamma and the Double Exponential copula
model
Stocks σV Gj σ
DE
j
Alcoa Incorporated 0.5255 0.5187
American Express Company 0.4636 0.4498
Kraft Foods 0.5027 0.4957
Bank of America 0.4270 0.4232
Boeing Corporation 0.3053 0.3013
Caterpillar 0.3652 0.3648
JP Morgan 0.4968 0.4765
Chevron 0.3145 0.3139
Citigroup 0.6862 0.6440
Coca Cola Company 0.2146 0.2158
Walt Disney Company 0.2755 0.2842
DuPont 0.3152 0.3190
Exxon Mobile 0.3087 0.3054
General Electric 0.2849 0.2865
General Motors 0.8372 0.7914
Hewlet-Packard 0.3110 0.3077
Home Depot 0.4093 0.4001
Intel 0.4325 0.4259
IBM 0.2985 0.2962
Johnson & Johnson 0.1937 0.1958
McDonald’s 0.2635 0.2642
Merck & Company 0.3524 0.3472
Microsoft 0.3093 0.3049
3M 0.2489 0.2490
Pfizer 0.2748 0.2763
Practer & Gamble 0.1780 0.1780
AT&T 0.3155 0.3105
United Technologies 0.2821 0.2830
Verizon 0.3208 0.3164
Wal-Mart Stores 0.2609 0.2674
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Figure 5: Dow Jones option prices in the Variance Gamma and the Double Exponential copula
model for March 25, 2008 and a time to maturity of 25 days.
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model.
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determine the approximate basket option prices. Well-known distributions like the Normal,
Variance Gamma, NIG, Meixner, . . . can be used in the Le´vy copula model. We calibrate these
different models to market data and determine basket option prices for the different model
settings. Our newly designed (approximate) basket option pricing formula can be used to define
implied Le´vy correlation. We showed that implied Le´vy correlation improves the classical
Gaussian implied correlation.
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A Proof of Lemma 2
The proof for expression (27) is straightforward.
The second moment m2 can be rewritten as follows
m2 =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
wjwkE [Sj(T )Sk(T )]
=
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
wjwkSj(0)Sk(0)
×E
[
exp
{
(2r − qj − qk − ωj − ωk)T + (σjAj + σkAk)
√
T
}]
=
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
wjwk
E [Sj(T )]E [Sk(T )]
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
)E [exp{(σjAj + σkAk)√T}] .
In the last step, we used the expression ωj = 1T log φL
(
iσj
√
T
)
. If we use expression (3)
to decompose Aj and Ak in the common component X(ρ) and the independent components
Xj(1− ρ) and Xk(1− ρ), we find the following expression for m2
m2 =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
wjwk
E [Sj(T )]E [Sk(T )]
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
)E [e(σj+σk)X(ρ)eσj√TXj(1−ρ)eσk√TXk(1−ρ)] .
The r.v. X(ρ) is independent from Xj(1 − ρ) and Xk(1 − ρ). Furthermore, the characteristic
function of X(ρ) is φρL, which results in
m2 =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
wjwk
E [Sj(T )]E [Sk(T )]
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
)φL (−i(σj + σk)√T)ρ
×E
[
eσj
√
TXj(1−ρ)eσk
√
TXk(1−ρ)
]
If j 6= k, Xj(1− ρ) and Xk(1− ρ) are i.i.d. with characteristic function φ1−ρL , which gives the
following expression for m2:
m2 =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
wjwkE [Sj(T )]E [Sk(T )]
 φL
(
−i(σj + σk)
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
)
ρ .
If j = k, we find that
E
[
eσj
√
TXj(1−ρ)eσk
√
TXk(1−ρ)
]
= φL
(
−i (σj + σk)
√
T
)
,
which gives
m2 =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
wjwkE [Sj(T )]E [Sk(T )]
φL
(
−i(σj + σk)
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
) .
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This proves expression (28) for m2.
The third moment m3 can be written as
m3 =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
n∑
l=1
wjwkwlE [Sj(T )Sk(T )Sl(T )] .
Similarly calculations as in the case m2 result in
m3 =
n∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
n∑
l=1
wjwkwlE [Sj(T )]E [Sk(T )]E [Sl(T )]
×
φL
(
−i(σj + σk + σl)
√
T
)ρ
φL
(
−iσj
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσk
√
T
)
φL
(
−iσl
√
T
)Aj,k,l,
where
Aj,k,l = E
[
eσj
√
TXj(1−ρ)eσk
√
TXk(1−ρ)eσl
√
TXl(1−ρ)
]
.
Differentiating between the situations (j = k = l), (j = k, k 6= l), (j 6= k, k = l), (j 6= k, k 6= l, j = l)
and (j 6= k 6= l, j 6= l), we find expression (29).
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